The Cabinet
was to preside. He recognized, further, that if he stood
alone in the department he might not find it easy to
maintain his own line. He therefore quite deliberately
took with him into the department three men who had
not only specialized in foreign affairs, but who, as he
was aware from long intimacy, shared his own views.
They were invaluable to him in the fulfilment of his task.
Not only did they give him a sense of assurance about his
general direction, they were able to examine official
memoranda with a capacity not Jess than that of the
officials themselves. They made possible the maintenance
of the general line amid the mass of detail in which a
Foreign Secretary can so easily be overwhelmed. It is
well known that Mr. Henderson's period at the Foreign
Office was an outstanding success; and though, no doubt,
much of that success4 was due to his own sterling integrity
and shrewd common sense, he himself did not doubt that
this special secretariat was essential to his achievement.
I believe that such a technique has everything to
commend it as a method of helping the minister to find
his way through the labyrinth he will encounter. A rare
minister, Haldane, for example, may not need such
assistance; an average minister will almost always be
assisted by it* Obviously, there are difficulties. It is not
in the tradition; the officials will regard it with scepticism,
perhaps, at first, with suspicion. The answer, of course, is
that every innovation is so regarded at the outset. Old-
fashioned soldiers disliked the Committee of Imperial
Defence. Old-fashioned civil servants were critical of the
Cabinet secretariat. The scheme implies no lack of con-
fidence in either the capacity or the bona fides of the
existing civil servants. It does imply the need of sur-
rounding the minister with men who are able to look at
official recommendations, to scrutinize official arguments,
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